In the last century the production and application of halides assumed an ever greater importance. In the fields of medicine, dentistry, plastics, pesticides, food, photography etc many new halogen containing compounds have come into everyday use. In an analogous manner many techniques for the detection and determination of halogen compounds and ions have been developed with scientific journals reporting ever more sensitive methods.
Introduction
Of the five halogens only four of them have any practical importance, of which only three, chlorine, bromine and iodine, can readily be sensed by fluorescence quenching methods. At room temperature, fluorine and chlorine are gases, bromine is a liquid and iodine a solid. The halogens are diatomic molecules in the solid, liquid and vapour states. The stability of the distances from the ion there is an unperturbed structure of bulk water, whereas in between there is a secondary solvation shell, a few molecules thick, in which the structure is modified to an intermediate extent. Where the exchange of water molecules between the primary and secondary solvation shells is slow for many transition metal ions, for halide ions the solvent exchange rates are amongst the fastest known. For example, the mean time a given water molecule is in the primary solvation shell of Cl − is about 5 × 10 −12 s (Sharpe 1990 ). Inorganic halide is found in abundance in nature, found in/as minerals or as solvated halide ions by the dissolution of minerals or salts. In contrast there are relatively few naturally occurring organic halide compounds. This is to be expected as organic compounds take up halogens mainly by the reaction with elemental halogens or reactive halogen compounds (e.g. phosphorus halides), which themselves do not exist to any significant extent in nature. In living organisms there are a few halogeno amino acids, such as L-and Dthyroxine. In medicine we have seen halide containing antibiotics such as chloramphenicol, aureomycin, griseofulvin and caldariomicetin, the anaesthetic halothane, as well as many commercially made halogen compounds found in the home such as Teflon and the outlawed Freon.
In this review article the author focuses primarily on halide ion sensing although some methods for the determination of organic halide are briefly discussed. The author has assembled the material in such a way so as to provide both an introduction to the importance and roles of halide in the world we live, referencing many sources of halide and some of their respective determination methods, as well as providing, for the first time, a body of references which amalgamates the halide sensing work using fluorescence quenching methods, which until now have been scattered throughout the research literature.
Halide in the environment
The determination of halide concentrations in the environment is important for both monitoring excessive halide levels, i.e. pollution in air and waters, as well as monitoring halide deficiencies in natural resources, such as in soils and drinking water etc, which can, if left unchecked and remain deficient, lead to several physiological disorders. An example of each and the respective monitoring solutions are discussed below.
Chloride in the form of salt water is a major contaminant of ground water and hence its determination is important. As well as monitoring chloride levels in drinking water and for aquatic life, the monitoring of chloride diffusion into steel reinforced concrete structures, from ground water, is also important. Whilst at first this may seem merely academic, it has to be appreciated that chloride can cause corrosion of steel at concentrations as low as 600-900 µg ml −1 (Berke and Hicks 1993) and potentially structural failure. Salt water is also a major constituent of landfill leachate that can contaminate the ground water by dispersing through the protective landfill liners and hence the continuous monitoring of ground water halide levels is necessary. Whilst there are many laboratory methods for halide determination, relatively few can be adopted and used for the in situ long-term monitoring at the appropriate location (Cosentino et al 1995) . One sensor addresses this problem by using a simple remote fibre-optic type sensor (Cosentino et al 1995) . This sensor works when the chloride changes a reddish-brown silver chromate strip to white silver chloride. The colour change causes the intensity of light propagating through the fibre to increase. From the predetermined calibration curve of light intensity versus chloride concentration, chloride levels can be readily obtained. The sensor was reported as being able to determine chloride in the range 100 µg ml −1 to greater than 3000 µg ml −1 with immunity to corrosion and electromagnetic interference. This was an improvement over some previous electronic sensors which were affected by corrosion and electrical surges from lightening (Cosentino et al 1995) .
The determination of iodide and iodate in natural and wastewaters has also attracted attention in the research literature, where the concentration of iodine in seawater varies between 10 −6 and 10 −7 mol kg −1 (Sivaraman and Rajeswari 1983) . The interest in iodide determination lies in the fact that iodide deficiency in natural resources is associated with the occurrence of endemic goitre in mammals (Chandramouleeswaran et al 1998) . Hence it is important to maintain, throughout life, continual ingestion of small quantities of iodine from various feed inputs such as food and water. Analysis of such a trace quantity poses a serious problem, especially in the quantitative estimation. Microtechniques, such as colorimetry and amperometry, have been used by some workers (Barkley and Thompson 1960 , Jones et al 1982 , Sivaraman and Rajeswari 1983 . The colorimetry method of Sivaraman and Rajeswari is based on the catalytic effect of iodide on the reduction of a ferric thiocyanate complex, and the measurement of the resulting fading in the intensity of the red complex using a spectrophotometer. Using this method they report a reproducibility of ±0.0004 ppm. Colorimetry methods are amongst the most versatile for halide determination, in that many can be performed away from the laboratory using portable spectrophotometers, they are relatively simple to perform with little training required to perform the simplest of tests, they are selective and some colorimetry methods offer very good halide sensitivity indeed. Some other highly sensitive colorimetric/kinetic type methods which have been used for the analysis of halide in natural media such as water, air and rocks, include the oxidation of arsenite by cerium (Mark and Rechnitz 1968) ; thiocyanate by nitrite (Kreingol'd 1983) ; some dyes by chloramine (Yasinskene and Umbrazhyunaite 1973) and aromatic amines by hydrogen peroxide (Ghimicescu et al 1973) , although there are many more reported in the research literature. One recent colorimetric sensor uses calixpyrroles to report the presence of halide ions by a simple color change. After future immobilization of the calixpyrroles, Gale et al envisage being able to produce disposable halide 'dip-sticks' for simple use away from the laboratory (Gale et al 1999) . Several methods for the determination of iodide in the environment have been reviewed and serve as a good introduction to the topic (Butler 1996 , Wong 1991 .
Halide in human physiology
Most biological fluids are complicated mixtures which include inorganic electrolytes such as halide ions.
In plasma and muscle cells, electrolyte composition is normally fairly R54 constant but in gastric/pancreatic juices, sweat, saliva and urine it may vary considerably, particularly when affected by illness. A good example of this is cystic fibrosis. Few diseases can be so readily diagnosed as cystic fibrosis, which is characterized by a high chloride concentration in a patient's sweat and saliva as compared to non-cystic fibrosis patients. Despite the availability of genotype determination for cystic fibrosis (Kerem et al 1989) sweat testing still remains one of the most important clinical and cost-effective methods. The paucity of clinical conditions associated with elevated sweat electrolytes (Wood et al 1976) makes this test relatively specific for cystic fibrosis. A sweat chloride testing method by pilocarpine iontophoresis, typically referred to as the GibsonCooke method (Gibson and Cooke 1959) , was widely accepted as the standard for sweat testing, although many authors (Blick and Commens 1982 , Warwick et al 1986 , Nathanson et al 1994 , Taylor and James 1997 have developed alternative methods for sweat chloride determination.
Nathanson et al have shown that their microvolume method, which incorporates a chloridometer, is capable of measuring chloride concentrations in the range 9-123 mmol l −1 , where cystic fibrosis patients typically have chloride levels >60 mmol l −1 as compared to non-cystic fibrosis individuals <40 mmol l −1 (Warwick et al 1986) .
The measurement of urinary chloride is equally as useful for the diagnosis and treatment of a variety of acid-base disorders (Winter 1981 , Sherman and Faustino 1987 , Preuss 1993 . Urinary sodium and chloride concentrations are most often used for the assessment of effective intravascular volume. Patients with low effective intravascular volume typically have low sodium and chloride concentrations <15-25 mmol l −1 (Koch and Taylor 1992, Preuss 1993) . Whilst urinary sodium concentrations alone can be useful in the differential diagnosis of hyponatremia and acute renal failure, urinary chloride is useful to differentiate between saline responsive and resistive metabolic alkalosis, where a value of <15 mmol l −1 urinary chloride is an indication of contracted effective intravascular volume, and, therefore suggests saline responsive metabolic alkalosis (Koch and Taylor 1992, Mersin et al 1995) . It is interesting to note that medical decision levels for urinary sodium and chloride are significantly lower than the normal serum range.
Some published methods for chloride determination in biological samples include ion selective electrodes (Wegman et al 1984 , Barbour 1991 , ion chromatography (Yu et al 1996) , HPLC (Tsikas et al 1992) , clinical analysers (Melhem et al 1985 , Komaromy-Hiller et al 1998 , titration (Kisters et al 1997) , cyclic voltammetry (Arai et al 1996) and spectrophotometry (Berry et al 1992) .
The use of ion-selective electrodes in the determination of urinary chloride in many laboratories is common due to the advantages over some other methods in terms of their speed, cost, automation and versatility, where most electrodes can typically measure more than one electrolyte concentration. However, whilst typical sodium and potassium membrane electrodes express good linearity over a wide physiological concentration range, some chloride membrane electrodes show non-Nerstian response (Komaromy-Hiller et al 1998) and suffer from a series of electrolyte interferences (Wegman et al 1984) . This, in fact, goes to the 'heart' of the problem with the use of ion-selective electrodes in medicine.
Another alternative method for chloride determination are chloride titrator strips. For many years chloride titrator strips were frequently used in nonmedical applications but have now found their way into medicine and have been used clinically as an inexpensive, accurate method of monitoring dietary salt intake (Luft et al 1982 , Kaplan et al 1982 , Sloan et al 1984 . Qunatab ® strips are simple in design, relatively cheap and allow a fairly rapid means of measuring urinary chloride. The strip consists of a 79 × 13 mm 2 plastic strip within which is laminated a brown capillary column impregnated with silver dichromate. When the strip is immersed in urine, the fluid rises by capillary action to a moisture sensitive band at the top of the column that signals saturation of the column by turning from orange to black. The resultant reaction of urinary chloride with silver dichromate in the column produces silver chloride, which is white. The urinary chloride concentration is proportional to the height of the white column. The titrator strips have been shown to be effective at urinary chloride concentrations in the range 25-400 mmol l −1 , with response times of 10-25 mins (Sloan et al 1984, Sherman and Faustino 1987) .
Fluoride is present in biological fluids and tissues and especially in bone and tooth. Typical fluoride levels in blood have been reported to be in the range 20-60 µg l −1 using a fluoride ion-selective electrode (Kissa 1987) . Fluoride is easily absorbed but it is excreted slowly from the body, which can result in chronic poisoning (Michigami et al 1993) . Fluoride has a strong effect on most enzymes and acute poisoning by fluoride is almost always caused by blockage of the enzyme functions. Hence monitoring fluoride in the human body is important. Some published methods for the determination of fluoride in biological fluids include ion chromatography (Michigami et al 1993) ; fluoride ion-selective electrodes (Seifert et al 1986 , Kissa 1987 , Tyler et al 1988 , Tyler and Poole 1989 , spectrophotometry (Culik 1986 ) and gas chromatography (Ikenishi and Kitagawa 1988) .
The physiological significance of fluoride, chloride and iodide is well known, but bromide is still considered either as a non-essential trace element or a trace element with an unknown function (Buchberger and Huebauer 1989) . However much more is known about the toxicity of bromide (Leeuwen and Sangster 1987) and hence its determination is deemed equally as important. Many authors have reported mean serum bromide levels to be in the range 2-8 mg l −1 , using techniques such as colorimetry and x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (Versieck and Cornelis 1980) . Iodine is however, unlike bromine, an essential trace element in the human body (Prasad 1978) . The human body contains on average 14 mg of the element, concentrated mostly in the thyroid gland. Iodine containing hormones (thyroxine, tri-iodothyronine) strongly influence a range of biological reactions. Typically, iodine species such as I − and IO − 3 are absorbed from food and reduced to iodide (or remain as iodide) in the gastro-intestinal tract, where the absorbed iodide is considered as the main source of iodide for the synthesis of these hormones. About 1 mg of iodine per week is needed to ensure the normal synthesis of these thyroid hormones (Burguera et al 1996) . Typical I − and total iodine (organic bound + free iodide) concentrations in serum for healthy patients are in the range 2-4 µg l −1 and ≈80 µg l −1 respectively (Michalke et al 1996) . The determination of the total amount of iodine in biological materials has become a routine procedure (Buchberger and Winsauer 1985) , whereas the determination of free inorganic I − in biological samples in the presence of iodinated organic compounds still remains a problem, although there is a considerable amount of interest from the medical viewpoint.
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Early methods for the determination of iodide in serum and urine were either not free of interference, such as the measurement of total iodine after ultrafiltration (Postmes and Coenegracht 1972, Globel 1977 ) and the use of iodide selective electrodes (Cooper and Croxon 1983) , or were not suited for routine laboratory analysis, such as 131 I labelled serum (Makowetz et al 1966 , Muller 1967 and neutron activation analysis (Aabech and Steinnes 1980) . More recently, methods describing the selective determination of free I − in serum, plasma and urine, in the presence of organic iodine containing compounds, have been reported (Buchberger and Winsauer 1985 , Buchberger and Huebauer 1989 , Michalke et al 1996 . Michalke et al have used ion chromotography, since this can be specific to I − , the lower determination limit of their procedure being 0.1 µg l −1 , 0.8 nmol l −1 , which is more than 20 times lower than normal physiological I − levels. Table 1 , which is meant to be informative rather than exhaustive, summarizes some published methods for physiological halide determination, their range and the typical halide concentrations reported for some physiological samples.
Halide in consumer products and industrial processes
The range of uses of halide and its determination in consumer products and industrial processes is vast, reaching to areas such as toothpastes and dental products (Potter et al 1986 , Hattab 1987 , Sandulescu et al 1996 , the determination of halide in vegetation (Vijan and Alder 1984) , bromide and iodide determination in milk sources (Lawrence et al 1983, Goewie and Hogendoorn 1985) , pharmaceutical products (Abramovic et al 1993 , Risley et al 1996 , the monitoring of halide as a pollutant in industrial wastes and waste waters (Riggin et al 1984 , Bryant et al 1990 and the determination of halide in food products such as cheese, wines and vinegars (Gonzalez et al 1991 , Garcia et al 1992 , to name but a very few.
One particular industry, where halide is an important control parameter and which therefore depends on its accurate determination, is the photographic industry. Silver halide photography began over 160 years ago by Jacques Daguerre, who in 1839 invented the 'daguerreotype', using a thin layer of silver iodide as a photosensitive material (Eder 1945 , Suptitz 1996 . It is estimated that the huge progress in silver halide materials since its discovery affords present photographic materials over one million times more sensitive than the daguerreotype (Tani 1995) . However despite its success, the future of silver halide photography is now uncertain because of the continuing improvement of CCDs (charge coupled devices), where CCD imaging also has the sensitivity and resolving power for taking pictures, but has the added advantage of not requiring processing with solutions that contain active chemicals and halide, that are difficult to handle and pose real threats to the environment (Tani 1995 (Tani , 1998 . As a result, the photographic industry is amongst the many industries worldwide, continually seeking highly sensitive methods for the detection and determination of aqueous halide. In recent years, one approach that has successfully been used is the quenching of fluorescence.
Optical halide sensing using fluorescence quenching: theory and simulations
Optically excited luminescence is generally thought of as the emission of light from an electronically excited state and is divided into two categories, fluorescence and phosphorescence, depending on the electron's conformation in the excited state. In excited singlet states, S n , the electron in the excited orbital is paired with respect to the second electron in the ground state orbital, i.e. is of opposite spin. The return to the ground state, S 1 → S 0 , is spin allowed and occurs very rapidly by the emission of a photon, i.e. fluorescence. In contrast, when the electron in the excited orbital has the same spin orientation as the ground state electron, the transition to the ground state, T 1 → S 0 , is spin forbidden and the emission of the photon is relatively slower, i.e. phosphorescence. Since phosphorescence is 'long lived' it is not normally observed in fluid solution at room temperature, whereas fluorescence is commonly observed from fluid solutions in the absence of a quencher. This is because many deactivation processes compete with emission, such as non-radiative quenching processes (figure 1). It is these fluorescence and phosphorescence quenching processes that allow us to quantitatively sense halide.
The theory of dynamic fluorescence quenching
It is generally known that the fluorescence of certain heterocyclic indicators such as those based on quinine (Verity and Bigger 1996, Mayrhofer and Betts 1998) , 6-methoxyquinoline (Urbano et al 1984 , Krapf et al 1988 , Geddes et al 1999a , b, 2001a , b, Jiwan and Soumillion 1997 , anthracene , Zhang et al 1997 , naphthalenes Mishra 1993, Behera et al 1995a, b) , coumarins (Moriya 1984 (Moriya , 1986 (Moriya , 1988 , fluorescein (Naim et al 1986) , pyrene (Castano et al 1983 , Deumie et al 1995 , rhodamines (Geddes and Douglas 2000, Geddes 2000a ) and various other polynuclear/heterocyclic aromatics (Davis 1973 , Momin and Narayanaswamy 1992 , Sarpal and Dogra 1994 , Carrigan et al 1996 are quenched by halides and some pseudohalides. The resulting decrease in fluorescence emission intensity or lifetime can be measured and related directly to the halide concentration via different quenching models that the author will describe. The determination of halide using fluorescence quenching is a popular technique due to both the high sensitivity that fluorescence has to offer (single molecules can now be detected -Lakowicz 1999) and the simplicity of quenching reactions: where only a small volume of sample is required; the reactions are usually nondestructive and the reactions can be applied to almost any system that has an extrinsic or intrinsic fluorescence probe.
There are many forms of fluorescence quenching (Eftink 1991 , Lakowicz 1999 . The quencher may be an electron donor, and the excited state may be the acceptor (Labiana et al 1972) . The quenchers may act by a fluorescence resonance energy transfer mechanism (FRET), a non-radiative process where fluorescent donor and acceptor spectral overlap exists (Förster 1948 , Clegg 1996 , Lakowicz 1999 or the quencher may be a collisional quencher. In this case the fluorophore is returned to the ground state during a diffusive encounter with a quencher, within the lifetime of the excited state of the fluorophore, without the emission of a photon ( figure 1(A) ). For collisional quenching the molecules are not chemically altered in the process.
For halide, some pseudohalides and some other heavy atoms, quenching is thought to be a result of intersystem crossing to an excited triplet state, promoted by spin-orbit coupling of the excited (singlet) fluorophore and the halide upon contact. Since emission from the triplet state is slow, the triplet emission is likely to be quenched by other processes ( figure 1(B) ) (Cowan and Drisko 1970 , Watkins 1974 , Turro 1991 , Lakowicz 1999 .
Other quenching mechanisms include static quenching, where fluorophores form non-fluorescent complexes with quenchers, a process which does not rely on diffusion or molecular collisions. Quenching can also occur via many trivial processes, such as attenuation of the excitation light by the fluorophore itself or other absorbing species. Except for energy transfer and these trivial processes, the quenching mechanisms involve very close contact between the excited state of a fluorescent species and the quencher and are sometimes referred to as contact quenchers.
The Stern-Volmer equation.
The fluorescence quenching of a fluorophore by halide was first described by George Stokes 2 as early as 1869 when he observed that the fluorescence of quinine in dilute sulphuric acid was reduced after the addition of hydrochloric acid, i.e. chloride ions (Stokes 1869) . The process that he observed is now commonly referred to as 'dynamic fluorescence quenching', where both the lifetime and intensity of fluorescence are reduced in the presence of a quencher, Q. This process is known to follow Stern-Volmer kinetics (Stern and Volmer 1919 , Weller 1961 , Birks 1975 where
which can be used to obtain values of k q τ 0 (the Stern-Volmer constant, K SV , units M −1 ) by plotting I 0 /I as a function of [Q] . I 0 and I are the fluorescence intensities in the absence and presence of Q respectively, k q is a specific constant describing bimolecular collisional deactivation of electronic energy and τ 0 2 For the life, works and the discovery of fluorescence by Stokes (Stokes 1869 ), see Leaback (1997) is the natural fluorescence lifetime in the absence of a quencher. Figure 2 shows a typical Stern-Volmer plot of a quinolinium type dye quenched by aqueous halide ions. If quenching occurs only by a dynamic mechanism and τ 0 is a monoexponential decay time, then the ratio τ 0 /τ will also be equal to 1 + K SV [Q] , where τ is the lifetime in the presence of quencher, hence,
This equation illustrates an important characteristic of collisional quenching, which is the equivalent reduction in fluorescence intensity and lifetime.
The dynamic or bimolecular quenching rate constant, k q , is a useful parameter which can reflect the efficiency of quenching or the accessibility of the fluorophores to the quencher and, as will be shown later, can provide useful information on halide diffusion through polymer sensor supports. Diffusion controlled quenching usually results in k q values ≈10 10 M −1 s −1 . Smaller values are usually indicative of shielding of the fluorophore whilst larger apparent values of k q usually suggest some form of binding interaction (Lakowicz 1999) . The bimolecular quenching rate constant is the product of the quenching efficiency, γ , multiplied by the diffusion limited bimolecular rate constant for collision, k (equation (4)), where the value of (k) can be theoretically calculated from the Smoluchowski equation (equation (5)). The transient term has been neglected (see Eftink 1991) .
where R a 0 and D are the sum of the molecular radii and diffusion coefficients of the quencher and fluorophore and N 1000 is Avogadro's number divided by 1000. The factor of 1000 is necessary to keep the units correct when expressed in terms of molarity, i.e. converts molarity to molecules per cubic centimetre. Further, the diffusion coefficient for each species can be determined from the Stokes-Einstein equation:
where k b is Boltzmann's constant, T is absolute temperature, R is the radius of the species and η is the solvent viscosity. Hence, for an efficient dynamic quencher, k q is expected to vary with T /η. As a general rule this is true, although slight deviations from Stokes-Einstein behaviour are commonly observed (Noyes 1961) . For derivations of and deviations from the Stern-Volmer equation/behaviour the author suggests the following papers and overviews: Boaz and Rollefson (1950) , Keizer (1983) , Laws and Contino (1992) , Sung et al (1992 Sung et al ( , 1994 and Lakowicz (1999) .
The 'extended' Stern-Volmer equation and its analytical implications.
It was shown in 1983 that the Stern-Volmer equation can be extended to incorporate multiple solute quenchers using multiple dyes in solution (Wolfbeis and Urbano 1983 ). Wolfbeis and Urbano showed that the determination of n quenchers could be achieved using n fluorescent indicators, providing that the K SV values were all different and that they act both dynamically and independently. This method was applied to the simultaneous determination of Cl − , Br − and I − ion concentrations in a single solution, where standard deviations of between 3 and 5% were typically found with an improved accuracy, with increasing atomic weight of the analyte. To demonstrate that the quenching processes were independent, Wolfbeis and Urbano showed that combinations of two or three halides gave K SV values that were exactly the sum of the constants of each single quencher. This paved the way for simultaneous halide sensing and subsequently there have been several halide sensors employing this model reported in the research literature, where fluorescent halide sensitive probes, commonly referred to as transduction elements, are immobilized in a support producing a halide sensor (Urbano et al 1984 , Wolfbeis et al 1985 , Zhu et al 1990 . The author summarizes the relevant 'extended' Stern-Volmer theory.
If the fluorescence of fluorophores is quenched by multiple components present in concentrations [Q n ], their contribution to the overall quenching process can be taken into account by adding additional terms to the Stern-Volmer equation.
where all K SV values are Stern-Volmer constants for different indicators, and each has to be determined separately by independent plots of I 0 /I against [Q].
For two quencher concentrations [Q 1 ] and [Q 2 ] the following relationships can be given. Combination of equations (7)- (9) gives Hence it follows that (12) and (13) becomes equal to zero. This simplifies the equations to give
For systems with three (or even more) quenchers, i.e. an aqueous mixture of Cl − , Br − and I − ions, e.g. blood, the solution of the resulting equations becomes more difficult but can be achieved by solving the following 3 × 3 matrix. one solution, which is a very important consideration in physiological samples, but this model also has the added attraction of enabling interferences to be accounted for in the system under study, such as dissolved molecular oxygen (see section 2.7), provided that its K SV is predetermined and that it acts independently. In effect, this model enables interferences to be mathematically described in the same way as for the halide quencher ions. In this work Wolfbeis and Urbano have described how one (or more) fluorophores can interact with several dynamic quenchers; however, the reverse situation, described by Lehrer in 1976 , is worthy of noting at this point. Here, the SternVolmer equation has been modified for cases where one dynamic quencher can interact with several fluorophores in different environments. This model has applications in biology where the tryptophans in a protein can be surrounded by amino groups of different polarity and spatial requirements, which result in the different quenching of each of the tryptophans (Lehrer 1976) .
The theory of static fluorescence quenching
The quenching of fluorescence by halide may also occur by a static process, where a non-fluorescent complex is formed and no diffusion processes are involved. In the simplest case
where K S is the static quenching constant.
Here the dependence of I 0 /I on [Q] is also linear and is very similar to that observed for dynamic quenching except that the quenching constant is now the association constant of the complex. The complexed fluorophores are nonfluorescent and the only observed fluorescence is from the uncomplexed fluorophores (figure 3). Since the uncomplexed fluorophore is unperturbed its lifetime is still τ 0 . Therefore for static quenching τ 0 /τ = 1, whereas for dynamic quenching
Distinguishing between dynamic and static quenching processes can be straightforward, as the dynamic bimolecular rate constant, k q , increases with temperature, k q ∝ T /η, equation (6), compared to the decrease in static quenching constants with temperature, a result of the decrease in stability and subsequent break-up of the non-fluorescent ground state complexes (figure 4). It is also possible to distinguish between these two mechanisms of quenching by simple examination of the absorption spectrum of the system under study. Since collisional quenching only affects the excited state of the fluorophore then there are typically no changes in fluorophore absorption spectra whereas ground state complex formation and subsequent static quenching frequently results in the absorption spectrum being altered.
When both dynamic and static fluorescence quenching occur together then a modified form of the Stern-Volmer equation is used, equation (18), and a steady-state fluorescence plot of I 0 /I versus [Q] will usually be upward curving (the equation is second order in [Q], figure 5(A)), and a plot of τ 0 /τ should represent only the dynamic quenching component.
If fluorescence lifetime measurements are unavailable it is possible that equation (18) can be modified to resolve both the static and dynamic components graphically, figure 5 (B).
The expansion of the parentheses of equation (18) yields
and
where
Here K AP P is the apparent quenching constant and is typically calculated at each quencher concentration. A plot of K AP P versus [Q] gives a straight line with an intercept I of K SV + K S and a gradient G of K SV K S (figure 5(B)). The individual values can then be obtained from the two solutions of the resultant quadratic equation, obtained by substitution and rearrangement, equation (22), where additional information such as the temperature or viscosity dependence of the values is used as a basis for assigning them.
The 'sphere of action' static quenching model.
Another type of static quenching is often observed at high quencher concentrations due to the existence of an increasing numbers of quencher-fluorophore pairs in which the quencher is close enough to the fluorophore upon excitation to instantly quench its excited state. In solution, this critical distance defines an interaction sphere of volume V . The probability of the quencher being within this volume at the time of excitation depends on both the quencher concentration and the volume.
Assuming that the quencher is randomly distributed in solution, the probability of static quenching is given by a Poisson distribution, e −V [Q] , and the static quenching mechanism is described by equation (23).
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Break-up of ground-state complexes It has been shown that the combination of this static quenching mechanism with dynamic quenching, as described by equation (1), results in equation (24) (Laws and Contino 1992) ,
where V must be non-zero since it represents the volume in which quenching occurs without the need for diffusion and must be within a range of values that denotes a radius that is not much larger than the van der Waals radii; a range of 1-3 M −1 yields typical radii (<10 Å) for diffusionless interactions (Eftink and Ghiron 1981) . Similarly to equation (18), equation (24) typically produces upward curving plots but fortunately the two forms of static quenching may be distinguished as the sphere of action static quenching model does not produce changes in the steady-state absorption spectrum. It should be noted that equations (18) and (24) 
Fractional accessibility to quenchers: two fluorophore populations
In the last section we saw how static quenching can lead to positive deviations from Stern-Volmer behaviour. However, it is possible the negative deviations from Stern-Volmer behaviour can occur (curvature towards the x-axis) when two populations of fluorophore are present, one being accessible to halide (a) and the other inaccessible or buried (b) (figure 6(A)). This fractional accessibility has been observed with the iodide quenching of tryptophan residues (Lehrer 1971 ) and more recently in three halide sensors which will be described in more detail later (Wyatt et al 1987) .
The total fluorescence emission intensity in the absence of quencher is given by
where the subscript (0) refers to the fluorescence intensity in the absence of quencher. In the presence of quencher, Q, the intensity of the accessible fraction, I a , is decreased in the usual Stern-Volmer manner, i.e. equation (1), whereas the buried fraction is unquenched. Therefore the observed fluorescence intensity, I , is given by
where K a SV is the Stern-Volmer quenching constant of the accessible fraction.
Subtraction of equation (26) from equation (25) gives
Inversion of equation (27) followed by its division into equation (25) gives
Here f a is the fraction of the initial fluorescence which is accessible to quencher, where
Hence, this modified form of the Stern-Volmer equation allows for K a SV and f a to be determined graphically (figure 6(B)). In practice, when using this model to separate the accessible and buried fractions of the total fluorescence, it should be realized that there may be more than two classes of fluorophores present (described in the next section) or the presumed 'inaccessible' fraction may in fact be partially accessible to quencher. The author has illustrated this possibility in figure 6 , which shows the simulated result if the K SV value for the buried fraction is one-20th of that for the accessible fraction, i. 
Heterogeneously emitting systems
Many fluorophores located in the same system, each with their own distinct K SV values, can also lead to nonlinear SternVolmer plots. The situation of finding multiple fluorophores can arise in several ways, even in a chemically pure system. For example, if a protein has more than one tryptophan residue, each one could have a different K SV value due to either a different k q , τ 0 , or both. It is possible that a polymer can be covalently labelled with one halide sensitive fluorophore at a single location but which has different structural conformations in the ground state due to factors such as solubility etc, and therefore several different environments produce different K SV values (Geddes and Douglas 2000) . It is also possible that a halide sensitive fluorophore can be immobilized in a support, without covalently binding it, but which also produces many different K SV values due to the simple fact of dye heterogeneity within the support (Zhu et al 1990) . Such considerations are crucial in understanding the quenching kinetics of immobilized dye halide sensors.
If each species could be spectrally isolated, i.e. would have resolved emission characteristics, then the simple SternVolmer expression, the ground state complex model and the sphere of action quenching model (equations (1), (17) and (24) respectively) could be used for analysis. However, for most systems that display this complex behaviour the excitation and/or emission energies are often very similar and the measured I 0 and I values, therefore, consist of the weighted sums of the I 0 and I values for each individual species. This means that I 0 /I will be a function of (1 + K SV (i) [Q] ) where i denotes a specific K SV value per species. This is in fact an extension of equation (1) and is similar to the extended Stern-Volmer equation derived in section 2.1.2, where they both assume that the individual species act independently and do not interact with one another. For dynamic quenching then the complete expression for multiple species must weight each element of this summation by the respective fractional intensity, f (i), of each fluorescent species. These f (i) are a function of concentration, quantum yield, extinction and the emission spectrum of each individual fluorescent species. For multiple (n) species undergoing only dynamic quenching,
where by definition f (i) = 1. Figure 7 shows the simulated effects of similar and different K SV values on the degree of curvature of equation (30). We can see the general downward curvature since the initial slope of the intensity ratio is influenced by the largest K SV value. As the concentration of quencher increases, the effect of the smallest K SV terms starts to be seen and the average K SV will be smaller, resulting in the overall downward curvature. We can also see that when two K SV values are similar the expression appears linear as compared to the downward curvature when the K SV values are significantly different. Figure 7 (B) shows the more complex simulated results obtained for three populations of fluorophores, each with different K SV values and fractional intensity.
It is also possible that a heterogeneous population of dynamically quenched fluorophores can undergo static quenching by either of the two models described in sections 2.2 and 2.2.1. For ground state complex formation, the measured fluorescence intensity ratio, I 0 /I , can be described by
where K S is the static quenching constant ( figure 8(A) ). This expression typically causes upward curvature, even when the K SV values are significantly different.
Similarly for the sphere of action static quenching model, if we introduce an e V [Q] term for each emitting species, i.e. e V (i) [Q] , then under these conditions the fluorescence intensity ratio, I 0 /I , can be described by 
The curvature of any data described by this quenching mechanism depends on the specific values of f (i), K SV (i) and V (i) ( figure 8(B) ). We can clearly see that the addition of the static quenching component can counteract any downward curvature due to different K SV values and causes either linear behaviour or upward curvature. Moreover, a close inspection of the simulated data for K SV 1 = 1 M −1 shows that this curve is somewhat complex, where upward curvature occurs after a small amount of downward curvature.
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)
Another important quenching process which has been used to sense halide is fluorescence resonance energy transfer. FRET is the transfer of the excited state energy from the initially excited donor, D, to an acceptor, A, which is typically non-fluorescent ( figure 1(A) ). The donor emission spectrum typically overlaps with the absorption spectrum of the acceptor (figure 9). As will be seen later (section 3.3), for halide sensing, the acceptor molecule is not a solvated halide ion as these are colourless, but instead the sensing mechanism involves monitoring either the donor or acceptor fluorescence intensity or lifetime during FRET, in the presence and absence of halide. FRET occurs without the emission and transfer of a photon but is the result of long-range dipole-dipole interactions between the donor and acceptor. The donor fluorophore may be thought of as an oscillating dipole that can exchange energy with an acceptor dipole of similar resonance frequency (Cheung 1991 , Lakowicz 1999 . One important characteristic of FRET is that it occurs over distances that are comparable to the dimensions of biological molecules and has therefore been used extensively as a 'molecular ruler' to study processes as desperate as protein sizing and folding (Steinberg 1971 , Stryer 1978 .
The rate of energy transfer from a donor to an acceptor, k T , is given by
where τ D is the decay time of the donor in the absence of the acceptor, R 0 is the Förster distance (the distance at which the efficiency of FRET is 50%) and r is the donor to acceptor distance. As can be seen from equation (33) the rate of FRET depends strongly on distance, being inversely proportional to r 6 . It is often convenient to write equation (33) in terms of the Förster distance R 0 , at which the transfer rate k T (r) is equal to the decay rate of the donor in the absence of acceptor (τ −1 D ). At this distance, one half of the donor molecules decay by energy transfer and one half decay by the usual radiative and non-radiative processes (equation (34)).
where Q D is the quantum yield of the donor in the absence of acceptor, n is the refractive index of the medium, N is Avogadro's number, F D (λ) is the corrected fluorescence intensity of the donor in the wavelength range λ to λ+ λ, with the total intensity (area under the curve) normalized to unity, ε A (λ) is the extinction coefficient of the acceptor at λ and κ 2 is a factor describing the relative orientation of the transition dipoles of the donor and acceptor. This equation allows the Förster distance to be calculated from the spectral properties of the donor and acceptor and the donor quantum yield. The theory of FRET is moderately complex and therefore the author directs readers to a very good overview containing the final derived equations of FRET (Lakowicz 1999 ) and a review with a more physical explanation of FRET (Clegg 1996) .
Charge effects on quenching
The extent of quenching of a fluorophore can be affected by its surrounding environment (Lakowicz 1999) . It has been shown by Ando and Asai that the comparison between charged (I − ) and neutral (acrylamide) quenchers can reveal the sign of the electrostatic potential near a fluorophore attached to a macromolecule (Ando and Asai 1980) . By varying the ionic strength they show that one can determine the number of adjacent charges and their distance from a fluorophore. The apparent quenching rate constant, k * q , for a charged quencher will be log k * q = log k q + 0.434
where k q is the rate constant in the absence of electrostatic effects, Z 0 and Z m are the charges on the quencher and macromolecule near the fluorophore respectively, e 0 is the elementary charge, D is the dielectric constant, R * 0 is the distance of closest approach of the quencher and fluorophore, C is a constant (1.02 for aqueous solutions at 25
• C) and µ is ionic strength. Hence, determining k * q , for a quencher of charge Z 0 , as a function of ionic strength, one can determine Z m , the charge near the fluorophore.
The electrostatic effects of quenching are typically only applicable to charged quenchers such as the halides and are absent for neutral quenchers such as oxygen and acrylamide and therefore can be minimized by working at a high and fixed ionic strength.
The effects of dissolved oxygen
Almost all fluorophores are quenched by molecular oxygen (Kautsky 1939 , Ware 1962 , Lakowicz and Weber 1973 and hence for aqueous or gaseous halide sensing it is necessary to remove oxygen. If halide sensing occurs in the presence of oxygen then the measured fluorescence intensity or lifetime will typically be unreliable and the ratio I 0 /I may be described by the 'extended Stern-Volmer' equation, section 2.1.2. For systems where dissolved oxygen cannot be removed, e.g. the in situ measurements of halide in blood, then the extended Stern-Volmer equation can become ideal (under certain conditions) for describing the quenching kinetics.
The mechanism by which oxygen quenches fluorescence has been the subject of debate for some time but the most likely mechanism is that the paramagnetic oxygen causes the fluorophore to undergo intersystem crossing to the triplet state which is then quenched by other deactivation processes (Lakowicz 1999) . Fluorophores with lifetimes under ≈5 ns are typically not quenched by dissolved oxygen, although many authors have reported negligible effects for probes with lifetimes up to ≈20 ns. This value, whilst just approximate, can be quite simply explained in terms of diffusion. The root-mean-square distance, ( x 2 ), over which a quencher can diffuse during the unquenched excited state lifetime of a fluorophore, τ 0 , is given by ( x 2 ) = √ (2Dτ 0 ), where D is the diffusion coefficient. Given that an oxygen molecule at 25
• C has a diffusion coefficient of 2.5 × 10 −5 cm 2 s −1 (Lakowicz 1999) , then during a typical lifetime of 5 ns the oxygen molecule can diffuse 50 Å. If the lifetime is longer, diffusion over larger distances is observed and hence there is a greater chance of quenching the excited state of the fluorophore. It is in essence, this diffusion aspect of oxygen during the lifetime of long-lived probes, which enables oxygen to be sensed by fluorescence or phosphorescence collisional quenching. In fact to obtain sensitivity at low concentrations of oxygen then fluorophores which have very long lifetimes in the absence of oxygen are chosen, such as transition-metal complexes (Bacon and Demas 1987 , Wolfbeis 1991 , Demas and DeGraff 1994 , Mills and Williams 1997 . For oxygen sensors then these complexes are typically dissolved in silicone in which oxygen is very soluble and freely diffusing. The silicone also serves as a barrier to interfering molecules where the silicone is impermeable to most polar species. Since there are typically no other species in air which can act as collisional quenchers, these types of sensor show excellent selectivity to oxygen (Cox and Dunn 1985 , Charlesworth 1994 , Xu et al 1996 .
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Over the past 10 years a significant amount of effort has been applied to unravelling the quenching kinetics of immobilized transition-metal complexes by oxygen and as a result many quenching models have been thoroughly investigated. This has provided a wealth of literature and subsequently a framework on which future immobilized dye halide sensors will probably be based (Carraway et al 1991a , b, Mills 1998a , b, 1999a .
Optical halide sensing using fluorescence quenching: applications
The past two decades have seen the rapid growth of fluorescence spectroscopy. This has been partly due to the development of new light sources, i.e. the transformation from nanosecond flash lamps to picosecond dye lasers or femtosecond Ti:sapphire lasers, as well as the realization that much more information is contained in and can be extracted from a fluorescence decay. The expansion of fluorescence has also been helped by the race for the humane genome, where prior to 1985, most DNA sequencing was performed using radioactive labels (Lakowicz 1999) . Since that time, sequencing has been accomplished almost exclusively using new carefully designed fluorescent probes. It has been the development of new fluorescent probes for many different fluorescence based disciplines that has inevitably led to their application in, and therefore the growth of , optical halide sensing using fluorescence quenching.
Halide sensitive fluorophores
It is almost a case of historical coincidence when we realize that the first solution quenching studies performed by Stokes in 1869 used the quinine molecule (Stokes 1869) , and that one of the first halide sensors, which involved the immobilization of a fluorophore on a glass substrate reported over 100 years later (Urbano et al 1984) , also used a quinine derivative, namely 6-methoxy-N-(3-sulphopropyl)quinolinium, better known today as SPQ in the research literature. It was perhaps using the hint that quinine, which contains a quinolinium ring, was sensitive to halide that both SPQ and many other new compounds containing this ring have subsequently been made (Wolfbeis and Urbano 1982 , Krapf et al 1988 , Geddes et al 1999a , 2001a . In one of the very few studies of its kind for halide sensing, Krapf et al have studied the structure-activity relationships for 6-methoxyquinoline, 6MQ, and similar nuclei and have shown that the SPQ molecule offers both good water solubility and halide sensitivity (Krapf et al 1988) . Table 2 , shows a few quinolinium type fluorophores that have been used for halide sensing along with their corresponding SternVolmer constants for aqueous halide.
It is interesting to compare the K SV values for some of the dyes in table 2. A comparison of dyes A and B shows that the length of the sulphoalkyl chain has an effect on the magnitude of the K SV values as does a methyl or methoxy substituent in the 6-position, i.e. a comparison of dyes A and D respectively. Recently Geddes et al have also investigated this chain length dependence for 6MQ using carboxylic acid chains, and have also shown a decrease in K SV values, for longer alkyl chains substituted on the quaternary nitrogen centre (Geddes et al 1999a, b) . In addition, Geddes et al have also investigated the effect of counter-ion on halide sensitivity, dyes E and F, and show a significant reduction in K SV values for probes with the larger tetraphenyl boron counter-ion. The authors suggest the reduction may be due to steric hindrance of the quencher by the counter-ion (dynamic quenching is a diffusion controlled process) or even may be due to the poor aqueous solubility of dye F (Geddes et al 1999a) . A comparison of dyes G and H shows again the effect that the counter-ion has on the magnitude of halide K SV values. Here it is likely that a static quenching process is responsible for this effect, given that the dye and counter-ion will probably exist as a solvated ion pair. Recently it has been suggested that the quenching of quinolinium fluorescence by anions in water involves a charge transfer process . As a result of their findings, Jayaraman and Verkman envisage being able to design improved chloride sensitive indicators in the future from a better fundamental understanding of the structural relationships with respect to quenching.
One particular useful property of dyes based on 6MQ or 6MeQ is the large Stokes shift in the fluorescence emission spectrum with respect to the excitation, in some cases over 100 nm, indicating a significant energy gap between the ground and first excited singlet states. In practise the ease of discrimination between these two states allows for use of 'cut-off' filters rather than interference filters with only very little loss in excitation and emission energy. This is often an important consideration in immobilized dye type sensors operating at low signal-to-noise ratios (Geddes 2001) as well as minimizing any potential dye-dye non-radiative energy transfer processes. Table 3 shows absorption and emission wavelength maxima for some dyes used in aqueous halide sensing. It is interesting to see from table 3 the recent identification of long-wavelength halide sensitive indicators such as LZQ (Jayaraman et al 1999b) , which has benefits from not requiring ultraviolet excitation such as the reduced scattering of the excitation light, λ −4 dependence, reduced sample degradation and a better compatibility with low-cost laser diode excitation sources.
Other nuclei which have been particularly useful in halide sensing include acridine, harmane 3 and the rhodamines, tables 4, 5 and 6 respectively.
One notable feature of table 4 is the magnitude of some of the K SV values as compared to those shown in the other tables. We can see that lucigenin (dye C) is highly chloride sensitive, and likewise dye B is one of the most sensitive probes reported for aqueous iodide. The K SV values for dye C (table 2) are also relatively large, but these data were obtained in a nonaqueous medium and, as suggested, the large K SV values can be attributed to the increased fluorescence lifetime of the probe in methanol as compared to water (Jiwan and Soumillion 1997) . One other noticeable feature for all the probes shown in tables 2 and 4-6 is the greater sensitivity of the fluorescent probes to iodide as compared to bromide and chloride.
3.1.1. Halide selectivity. Of the three halides readily sensed by fluorescence quenching methods, it is the chloride ion sensitivity that is generally remarked upon by most workers. This is not because bromide and iodide are not as environmentally or physiologically important, quite the contrary as discussed in section 1, but because for the halides the quenching of fluorescence is not a selective process, and any fluorophore quenched by chloride is also quenched by bromide to a greater extent and also by iodide to an even greater extent. Therefore for dynamic quenching the sensitivity of fluorophores to halide is in the order I − > Br − > Cl − . The explanation to this effect lies in the fact that the efficiency of intersystem crossing to the excited triplet state, promoted by spin-orbit coupling of the excited singlet fluorophore and halide upon contact, depends on the mass of the quencher atom, hence the expression 'heavy-atom effect' is sometimes used (figure 1) (Turro 1991) . Since fluorescence quenching is therefore not a selective process (this is generally true, although some proteins have specific halide binding sites, Wachter et al 2000 , then halide quenching measurements are also subject to other heavy-atom and diffusional quenching based interferences (Fabbrizzi et al 1996) . For example, it is reported that lucigenin, MAA, MACA and MAMC ( (Biwersi et al 1994) . Geddes and Douglas have also reported the interference of the sulphite anion on various quinolinium, indolium and rhodamine based optical halide sensors (Geddes and Douglas 2000) . Dissolved oxygen is also a problem in halide sensing measurements, as discussed in section 2.7, and therefore for halide sensing, probes with lifetimes typically less than ≈20 ns should be used. Of course a 200 ns transition-metal-ion complex used for oxygen sensing will probably also be highly sensitive towards halide, but will inevitably be sensitive to most other aqueous ions and dissolved gases as well. If interference concentrations are known and dissolved oxygen can readily be removed, or corrected for, then 'long-lived' fluorescent or phosphorescent probes can be used. However, in many halide sensing applications it is not practical to remove oxygen and therefore short-lived fluorescent probes, which are unperturbed by oxygen, have to be used. It is this upper limit of probe fluorescence lifetime (≈20 ns) that influences the magnitude of K SV values, i.e. K SV = k q τ 0 , and therefore the workable halide concentration range for fluorescence quenching based optical halide sensors.
3.1.2.
The magnitude of K SV : signal-to-noise ratio considerations. It is often the case for new probes reported in the research literature that authors focus on the upper limits of sensitivity (lowest halide concentration) that their probes can detect. However, whilst for certain circumstances this is appropriate, it is often the case that it is the 'dynamic concentration range' over which a probes measurements remain reliable, rather than the ultimate halide concentration detectable, that should be the focus. One can illustrate this point by considering the dynamic quenching of dye E (table 2) and lucigenin, dye C (table 4) respectively. Under the same conditions and for a chloride concentration of 0.126 M, then for lucigenin, 2% of the initial fluorescence intensity is observed, i.e. I in equation (1), as compared to 13.2% for dye E. Similarly, for a chloride concentration of 0.000 65 M then 79.8% and 96.7% of the initial fluorescence intensity is observed for lucigenin and dye E respectively. Therefore we can see from these values that the halide concentration where the fluorescence intensity change is great enough to be measured (i.e. at low halide concentrations), and where the quenched intensity is actually large enough to be measured through the instrumental/system noise (i.e. at high quencher concentrations), depends on the magnitude of the probe's K SV value. Therefore for quenching studies, probes should be chosen that give an appreciable change in fluorescence signal that is within the capabilities of the instrumentation. Whilst this is true for steadystate (quantitative intensity) measurements, for lifetime based measurements, which do not depend on total fluorescence intensity, then the only requirement is that the signal is large enough to be measured in a reasonable time-span (see section 3.4.2).
Solution halide sensing
The popularity of solution fluorescence quenching experiments is evident by the vast number of articles in the research literature (Wolfbeis and Hochmuth 1984 , AndrewsWilberforce and Patonay 1989 , Tucker and Acree 1995 , Martin and Narayanaswamy 1997 , to name a few. This popularity is due to a few factors such as the relative ease with which quenching experiments can be performed, the sensitivity that fluorescence has to offer and the wealth of information that can be obtained in addition to quantitive halide determinations, such as protein or polymer conformational/structural information as well as physiological information, such as halide transport mechanisms (Eftink and Ghiron 1981) . Illsley and Verkman have used the SPQ molecule (dye A-table 2) to monitor chloride transport across cell membranes (Illsley and Verkman 1987) . Erythrocyte ghosts, the membranes from red blood cells after removal of the intercellular contents, were loaded with both 100 mM Cl − and SPQ. SPQ is readily quenched by aqueous chloride with a greater than 50% decrease in fluorescence intensity at 10 mM chloride and a rapid response of <1 ms (Illsley and Verkman 1987) . When the ghosts were diluted into a non-quenching 66 mM K 2 SO 4 solution, the intensity of SPQ fluorescence increased owing to the efflux of the chloride. However, by introducing dihydro-4,4 -diisothiocyanostilbene-2,2 -disulphonic acid (H 2 DIDS), an inhibitor for anion transport, the chloride transport could be blocked (figure 10). Hence, fluorescence quenching can be used to study halide transport across cells. Similar uses of SPQ in physiology have also been reported (Dwyer and Farley 1991 , Greco and Solomon 1997 , Pilas and Durack 1997 , Srinivas et al 1998 , Jayaraman et al 1999a .
One particular analytical benefit of solution halide sensing using fluorescence quenching is that measurements can be performed on very small sample volumes. Recently, Garcia et al have used SPQ to determine chloride concentrations in nanolitre aqueous samples (Garcia et al 1999) . Their method, which uses an 'ultramicro-fluorometer', in essence a very small sample volume fluorometer, is fairly specific for chloride, although bromide and iodide will interfere. Garcia et al report a resolution of 1 mM between 5 and 50 mM and 2.6 mM between 50 and 200 mM chloride. Advantages of their technique are that samples can be measured every four minutes and the ability to measure Cl − does not vary with pH within the physiological range.
Halide sensing using green and yellow fluorescent proteins.
Recently we have seen the introduction of the green fluorescent protein, GFP, to our arsenal of halide sensitive probes. The GFP, originally isolated from the bioluminescent jellyfish Aequorea victoria, contains a highly fluorescent chromophore within a constrained and protected region of the protein. This chromophore, which forms spontaneously, is formed by the folding of polypeptide chain within the GFP without the need for enzymatic synthesis (Chalfie et al 1994) . As a result, the gene for GFP can be inserted into cells to obtain proteins which have attached GFP. A wide variety of Harmane is sometimes also referred to as harman or aribine in the research literature. different GFP variants have been constructed using genetic engineering techniques and a number of mutations in and around the chromophore have profound effects on the GFP's optical properties. The GFP typically shows time-dependent changes in its spectrum upon excitation at 380 nm, but to a lesser extent at 475 nm. Mutants are known to display longer wavelength absorption and emission spectra, which also display less dependence on excitation (Heim and Tsien 1996) . (For recent reviews on GFPs see Tsien 1998, Palm and Wlodawer 1999) . The applications for GFPs are rapidly growing (Sullivan and Kay 1999) , where one recent biosensor application has involved the use of different colored GFPs for FRET, to monitor calcium concentrations (Miyawaki et al 1999) . A GFP variant, the yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) is currently attracting a lot of attention in the research literature because the YFP chromophore pK a shows a strong dependence on the concentration of halide ions , and increases in pK a from about 5.2 to 7.0 in the presence of 140 mM NaCl (Elsliger et al 1999) . The sensitivity of these YFPs towards halide results from the pH dependent ground state-binding of halide near the chromophore, which, it has been suggested, alters the ionization constant and subsequently the fluorescence emission spectrum . For this sensing mechanism there is no evidence for halide collisional quenching, and the halides act like ligands affecting the chromophores charge state with a stronger level of interaction at low pH values . Figure 11(A) shows the normalized fluorescence emission of YFP as a function of pH and chloride concentration . Here we can see that the YFP is a suitable halide sensor at low pH and in fact has responses similar in magnitude to that seen for the dynamic quenching of fluorophores by chloride. One perhaps better probe for low chloride concentrations at the near neutral pH is another YFP, namely YFP-H148Q, figure 11(B) . Using this protein as a genetically encoded fluorescent probe, transport of halides across the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator channel has recently been assayed, where a high level of sensitivity is reported in mammalian cells . As a result of their halide specificity, sensitivity, rapid response and the fact that YFPs can be used as genetically encodable halide sensors that may be targeted to specific organelles in living cells, it is likely that we are seeing the beginning of a whole new generation of bespoke 'intrinsic genetic halide sensors'. 
Immobilized dye sensors
The use of dynamic fluorescence quenching of immobilized fluorophores for halide sensing was first reported by Urbano et al in 1984 , where the need for immobilized dye halide sensors probably arose in fear of the invasive nature of extrinsic probes to some living and industrial systems. Since that time there have been several notable sensors whose quenching kinetics can be described by the various different models discussed in section 2 (Urbano et al 1984 , Wyatt et al 1987 , Zhu et al 1990 , Jiwan and Soumillion 1997 , Chen et al 1997 , Geddes and Douglas 2000 , Geddes 2000a , b, 2001 . Immobilization usually involves the 'trapping' or covalent 'linking' of the halide sensitive fluorophore(s) either to the surface or within supports, which can be organic or inorganic polymers. The sensor membranes or films can then be used directly in steady-state or time-resolved quenching experiments, or even mounted on the tip of optical fibres to produce optrodes. A few examples are reviewed.
Urbano and co-workers immobilized both acridinium and quinolinium fluorophores onto glass supports, where glass was chosen over polymeric supports because it is not readily attacked by bacteria (Urbano et al 1984) . Their sensor devices were able to detect chloride, bromide and iodide in solution in the pH range 4.2 to 7.4 (figure 12). We can see that the acridinium sensor, figure 12(A), is highly sensitive towards iodide and bromide but less so for chloride, and the quinolinium sensor, figure 12(B) , is of comparable sensitivity towards chloride, but only slightly more sensitive towards the other two halides. The errors in determination of halide in the concentration range 0.01-0.1 M were 1% for iodide and 1.5% for bromide. The error for the determination of chloride at concentrations around 100 mM, which is the normal level in blood, is reported as being ≈5%. Figure 13 shows the fluorescence response of the acridinium based sensor to (A) pure water, (B) 0.1 M potassium iodide, (C) 0.1 M potassium bromide and (D) 0.1 M potassium chloride. The 95% response time (the average time for the fluorescence signal to change by 95%) was ≈40 seconds. One can also see from figure 13 the reversibility of the sensor, where the fluorescence 'returns' as water is pumped over the surface of the sensor. Interestingly, total fluorescence quenching of the optical sensor does not occur, even when very high concentrations of quencher are used. They also observed that there was a 10-20% decrease in K SV values for the immobilized fluorophores as compared to those determined for solution.
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Optical halide sensors nearly always exhibit a significant reduction in the magnitude of the supported dye K SV values as compared to those for solution. This reduction mostly reflects the limited mobility of the fluorophore and halide (lifetime changes are usually quite small) and the resulting lower probability of a quenching process, which reduces the dynamic range for quenching, and ultimately, the sensitivity towards halide. Ideally, supports for halide sensors should therefore
• allow the rapid and unhindered diffusion of halide One recent study compares the K SV values of a range of fluorescent probes, in free solution and unbound and bound in copolymer sensor films (Geddes and Douglas 2000) . It is interesting to see from table 2, dyes E and F, that by increasing the crosslinking density of the copolymer support by covalently binding dyes to the copolymer, the magnitude of the K SV values are significantly smaller, which the authors attribute to the restricted motion of the diffusing halide ions and the corresponding reduction in k q (cf equations (2) and (4)-(6)). A similar effect is also observed with the harmane type dyes, table 5, dyes C-F, and rhodamine B, table 6. By comparing these data with those reported by Urbano et al (1984) , we can see that covalently binding dyes to the surface of a support has a less pronounced effect on K SV values, 10-20% in their case, as compared to an ≈89% reduction for dye E, table 2, when quenched by I − . The bimolecular quenching constant, k q , which as we have seen can provide information on dye accessibility and therefore polymer (support) structural information, has recently also been used to investigate the hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity of halide sensor supports (Geddes and Douglas 2000) .
Jiwan and Soumillion constructed a halide sensor by immobilizing a hydrophobic dye (table 2, dye C) in a sol-gel matrix, where its hydrophobicity and hence compatibility within silica, reduced its leaching from the support when used in aqueous media (Jiwan and Soumillion 1997) . The sol-gel matrix has several advantages over organic polymeric supports, such as a high photochemical and thermal stability, negligible swelling in liquids and very good optical transparency in the visible and near-ultraviolet domains. For their sensor, the quenching kinetics no longer followed the linear SternVolmer relationship which is described by equation (1), but instead could be adequately described by two populations of fluorophores, one a molecular and evenly distributed form and the other an aggregate form, where both had different decay times and different K SV values towards aqueous halide, i.e. equation (30) . Figure 14(A) shows the quenching of the heterogeneously doped sol-gel films by halide ions, where the solid lines represent fits to
, where f 1 and f 2 are the relative weighting factors. The K SV values obtained from the fitting procedure can be seen in table 2, dye C, with fractional intensities, f 1 and f 2 of f 1 = 0.75, f 2 = 0.25; f 1 = 0.83, f 2 = 0.17 and f 1 = 0.69, f 2 = 0.31, for chloride, bromide and iodide respectively. The recovered K SV values are in the order I − > Br − > Cl − , which gives us some confidence in their interpretation. The sensor is capable of measuring chloride concentrations as low as 100 mM, in the pH range 6-9, with a very fast response time of less than 1 second ( figure 14(B) ).
Similarly, Wyatt et al have immobilized rhodamine 6G in three different supports in an attempt to elucidate critical factors in halide sensor design (Wyatt et al 1987) . Figure 15 shows the Stern-Volmer plots for rhodamine 6G supported in three different supports. From these plots it can be seen that the Teflon optrode (C) (here an optrode is a fluorophore/support combination mounted on the tip of a fibre optic bundle) is much more sensitive than either resin based sensors and thus provides greater resolution in determining similar iodide concentrations. The K SV values obtained from figure 15 , assuming the data are described by equation (1), are shown in table 7. It is interesting that even though rhodamine 6G immobilized on Teflon has a much shorter lifetime than in the other optrodes, it provides a much stronger response to iodide: Teflon, τ 0 = 2.04 ns; XAD-4 (resin bead), τ 0 = 5.14 ns; XAD-4 (crushed resin), τ 0 = 5.16 ns. Whilst this is explained by Wyatt and co-workers in terms of the better accessibility to the fluorophore molecules by iodide when they are immobilized in Teflon, it is generally observed that longer fluorescence lifetimes of fluorophores exhibit greater sensitivity towards halide, because a longer fluorescence lifetime increases the probability of an excited state deactivation quenching process. It is evident from figure 15 that equation (1) does not describe the quenching kinetics well and hence an alternative model describing two fluorophore populations, one inaccessible to halide, has been considered (figure 16) (see section 2.3). Assuming a linear relationship, the reciprocal of the y intercept of these plots gives the percentage of fluorophore which is accessible for quenching (equation (28)). These values are 93% for Teflon, 89% for crushed resin and 83% for resin beads, which complements data shown in figure 15 in that they also suggest the greater accessibility of the rhodamine 6G molecules to iodide by the greater magnitude of the K SV values. Close examination of the data in figure 16 shows that the data are not exactly described by the linear relationship of equation (28) either, where the true behaviour is probably much more complicated than even this modified Stern-Volmer (36) (also described by Peterson et al 1984) .
The parameters for the fit to equation (36), for the data shown in figure 15 , can be seen in Table 7 . K SV values for three optrodes quenched by aqueous iodide, obtained by fitting the data in figure 15 to equation (1) , and also the fitting of the data shown in figure 15 , to equation (36). a Here an optrode is a sensor device, where the fluorophore is immobilized on a support, which is incorporated on the tip of a fibre optic bundle. Data from Wyatt et al (1987) . b Linear regression fits to the data in figure 15 , between 0 and 0.6 M I − (95% confidence intervals used). The majority of optical halide sensors reported in the research literature incorporate one fluorophore in a support, which enables single halide concentrations to be determined. Some authors have used two or more individual sensors, each containing one dye, to simultaneously sense several halides, using the extended Stern-Volmer equation described in section 2.1.2. However in terms of simplicity, practicality and cost, it would be advantageous to have one sensor support containing multiple dyes, to simultaneously sense halide. Such an arduous task to sense n halide concentrations would require
• n fluorophores sensitive to n halides in the same support • all K sv values would need to be different (see Wolfbeis and Urbano 1983 ) and • the spectral emission peaks of the n fluorophores would need to be distinctly separate.
Whilst several authors have attempted this situation for n = 2, i.e. iodide and bromide sensing, one can clearly see the difficulties in trying to simultaneously sense Cl − , Br − and I − with only one sensor. Table 8 summarizes the detection limits, corresponding errors and response times of a few immobilized dye, fluorescence quenching based halide sensors. From table 8 we can see a typical lower detection limit for chloride of ≈10 mM, which is approximately five to ten times greater than that typically found in normal blood (Urbano et al 1984) .
Another class of immobilized dye halide sensors are those based on FRET, which was described earlier in section 2.5. Recently Yang et al have described an optical iodide sensor based on FRET between anthracene, the donor molecule and 5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP), the acceptor (Yang et al 2000) .
When the probes are incorporated in a plasticized poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) membrane, anthracene can non-radiatively transfer its emission energy to the TPP acceptor species, which then in turn fluoresces, where the significant spectral overlap criteria required for FRET exists between the donor emission and acceptor absorption spectra ( figure 17(A) ). Separately in both solution and membrane, anthracene is appreciably quenched by aqueous iodide ions whilst TPP is only slightly quenched. However, when a PVC sensor membrane containing both fluorophores is immersed in an aqueous iodide solution then stronger fluorescence quenching of TPP is observed. This is because the donor molecule is quenched, resulting in FRET being less efficient and therefore the fluorescence emission of TPP appears 'significantly quenched'. Yang et al show that this donoracceptor combination effectively increases the dynamic range of quenching, as compared to the individual quenching of the immobilized fluorophores ( figure 17(B) ). Yang et al suggest that this increased sensitivity is due to the additional quenching of the anthracene-TPP pair. Iodide concentrations can readily be determined by this sensor in the iodide concentration range ≈10 −6 -2.5 × 10 −4 mol l −1 with a response time of less than 1 minute. The authors report a 'working life' of 100 quenching measurements with only an 8% drop in optrode fluorescence intensity (Yang et al 2000) . One other notable FRET based halide sensor was reported by Huber et al in 1998 . Here, a plasticized PVC membrane contains a luminescent ruthenium complex placed in close proximity to the pH sensitive absorber bromothymol blue, BTB, along with an anion-selective carrier (Huber et al 1998) . The response of the sensor is based on the co-extraction of both chloride and protons from an aqueous sample into the sensor membrane, which results in a large change in the absorption spectrum of the acceptor BTB. The absorption band of BTB overlaps significantly with deprotonated BTB and hence FRET occurs. If, however, chloride is co-extracted into the sensor membrane along with a proton, the dye is converted into the yellow phenolic form and hence FRET does not occur, resulting in a relatively longer lifetime of the complex, ≈1 µs, as compared to the quenched lifetime, ≈0.60 µs (figure 18). Huber et al state that the dynamic range of their lifetime based sensor can be adjusted via the sample pH and is from 30 to 180 mM Cl − at pH 7.0, which is ideal for physiological samples. Their sensor array is also attractive in that
• it utilizes lifetime based measurements and is therefore unaffected by sensor membrane fluorescence intensity drifts/changes, due to either changes in the excitation intensity, dye degradation or dye leaching, • it does not depend on the sensitivity of the detector and • it does not require an expensive ultra-fast detection system, such as those required for nano-and pico-second lifetime measurements.
However, one disadvantage of their sensor is that it can only be used on real samples after pre-treatment with an appropriate buffer (Huber et al 1998) .
Fluorophore leaching/sensor bleeding.
A typical problem associated with immobilized fluorophore halide sensors is that of fluorophore leaching (sometimes also referred to as sensor bleeding). When a sensor is immersed in a halide solution, the fluorescence intensity can sometimes fluctuate as the fluorophore slowly leaches from the sensor. Fluorophore leaching usually increases with temperature and in flow cells (Geddes et al 1999c) or 'on-line' type measurements where fluid is continuously washing over the surface of the sensor. In a recent study, Geddes and Douglas (2000) have studied the extent of both bound and unbound fluorophore leaching in different copolymer sensor films where the temperature, and both the percentage and type of polymer crosslinking agent used, were varied. Figure 19 shows the static leaching of unbound and bound rhodamine B from two identical copolymer films at 20
• C, pH 10. The percentage dye remaining in films, of the same thickness, was calculated from the decrease in the absorbance of the films as a function of time. Figure 19 shows that by covalently binding rhodamine B to the copolymer sensor film (through an ester linkage), dye leaching is eliminated, but from table 6 we can see that the magnitude of the I − K SV value and hence the dynamic quenching range is also significantly reduced. Clearly for optical halide sensors based on immobilized fluorophores a compromise between dye leaching and dynamic range needs to be achieved. It is interesting to note that by lowering the solution pH from 10 to ≈1 resulted in dye leaching, which is thought to be a result of the hydrolysis of the ester linkage and the subsequent unbinding of the dye. Hence meticulous studies of dye attachment need to be undertaken, especially if sensors are to be used in living systems.
If sensor 'bleeding' is inevitable, then lifetime measurements, which do not depend on total fluorescence intensity, or the use of a reference sensor film, should be considered. Geddes has suggested that for bleeding sensors one can also compensate for dye loss by continuously measuring the fluorescence intensity of the blank solution, i.e. I 0 (equation (1)). This is possible because the calculated halide concentration is dependent on the ratio I 0 /I , rather than on the absolute fluorescence intensity of the sensor film (Geddes 2000b ). 
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Halide sensor calibration, stability and interference.
Most halide sensor devices require calibration before use as it is frequently observed that optrodes with supposedly the same composition rarely give an identical response (Zhu et al 1990) . Zhu and co-workers have immobilized the quinine and harmane fluorophores in cellulose and subsequently produced two fibre optic halide sensors for the simultaneous determination of aqueous bromide and iodide ions. Their sensor array utilizes the extended Stern-Volmer equation described earlier in section 2. (Geddes 2000b) . Given that there are only a few reports of this effect in the research literature (with respect to halide sensing), it is difficult to draw any conclusions, but it is likely that dye inhomogeneity and therefore the need for individual halide sensor calibrations will depend on specific dye and sensor support interactions. The stability of fluorophores in a support (as well as the support itself), during irradiation, is also an important factor in halide sensor design. This is particularly important in continuous 'on-line' type measurements where the fluorescence intensity can change as fluorophores degrade over a period of time. In single or quick measurements this is not as crucial, as long as any degradation products do not interfere with the quenching kinetics, and for steady-state fluorescence measurements sufficient fluorophore is present so that the signal to noise ratio does not become problematic. For signal corrections, then similarly to compensate for dye leaching, a reference sensor or lifetime measurements should be employed.
For the sensors described by Urbano et al (1984) , irradiation with a 250 W xenon arc lamp with a 20 nm bandpass resulted in an approximately 15% decrease per hour in the fluorescence signal, although, as the authors suggest, the excitation intensity used in their work was approximately ten times greater than that required for practical sensor applications. Similarly, Geddes has used a 100 W stabilized tungsten halogen lamp with a 320-510 nm band-pass filter, and, also using SPQ, reports no change in fluorescence signal with time (Geddes 2001) . This improvement in sensor stability has been attributed to the lower power of the excitation source.
Interferences, aqueous ions which can bias the fluorescence quenching kinetics of a system, need to be studied before a sensor is applied in practice, so that the contribution (or not) to the overall quenching process can be accounted for in the halide analysis. Fortunately, the model described by equations (7)- (16), which allows the determination of two or more quenchers in one solution, also has the added attraction of mathematically describing interferences (by simply introducing (an)other term(s) into the Stern-Volmer equation), providing the interference K SV value is predetermined from plots of I 0 /I against [interference], and that both halide and the interference quench independently.
Halide sensor response times.
By observing the rate of change of fluorescence intensity of an immobilized Figure 18 . pH dependent absorption spectra of BTB in pH 4 and pH 10 aqueous buffers, and the fluorescence emission spectrum of the ruthenium complex. The absorption band at 616 nm increases with pH. Hence energy transfer occurs if BTB is deprotonated due to the increased spectral overlap with the emission band of the ruthenium complex. Reprinted from Huber et al 1998 Huber et al , copyright © 1998 permission from Elsevier Science. dye halide sensor in the presence of aqueous halide, one can determine the response time of the sensor. Response times are typically quoted as the time for either a 90 or 95% change in sensor fluorescence intensity, as compared to the fluorescence intensity in the absence of quencher (Urbano et al 1984) . From table 8 we can see that typical response times of halide sensors to modest halide concentrations are <1 min, which is ideal for both physiological and industrial 'on-line' measurements. Similarly to k q values, sensor response times can also give an indication about the accessibility of halide to the fluorophore and can therefore report sensor support structural information. In one recent study, Geddes observed that the response times of a plastic halide sensor to both bromide and iodide were identical, which at first may seem quite surprising, as one would expect a quicker response to bromide than iodide, because of its relatively smaller ionic volume and low mass. Geddes attributed this effect to the microscopic structure of the halide sensor, where a significant degree of polymer crosslinking must be present to reduce both response times to a similar extent. Interestingly, iodide showed a longer reversible response time as compared to bromide, when the sensor was washed with a non-quenching solution, which is consistent with the more difficult removal of the heavier iodide ion (Geddes 2000b) . Due to the more difficult removal of halide, reversible response times, the time for 90 or 95% fluorescence recovery, are often substantially longer than the response time. Factors, which typically effect sensor response times include • the sensor thickness and internal pore volume (i.e. for solgel supports) • the swelling properties, i.e. hydrophilicity, and crosslinking density of the support (i.e. for plastic supports) and • the time required to fill flow cells, sometimes referred to as the 'null' or sensor 'dead' time (see Geddes et al 1999c) .
Whilst 90 or 95% fluorescence intensity changes typically occur <1 min, it is frequently observed that 100% fluorescence quenching of immobilized dye halide sensors never occurs, even after very long times using perverse halide concentrations. Many authors have attributed this to 'buried' fluorophore in the support, which is inaccessible to diffusing halide, thus creating 'background' sensor fluorescence. As a result, quenching kinetics often follow the model described in section 2.3 for one accessible and one inaccessible fluorophore.
Sensing the anaesthetic 'halothane' (organic/bound halides).
The quenching of fluorophores by alkyl or aryl halides has been studied many times (Davis 1973 , Behera and Mishra 1993 , Behera et al 1995b , Zhang et al 1997 , Lakowicz 1999 . Heavy-atom fluorescence quenching is generally observed with the iodides and bromides, but less efficiently for the chlorides. Polychlorinated alkanes, with more than one chlorine moiety at the same carbon atom, are generally found to be weaker quenchers than the monochlorides, and the fluoroalkanes are considered almost inert (Wolfbeis et al 1985) . One particular alkylhalide that is of particular interest to medicine is the inhalation narcotic, halothane (CF 3 CHBrCl), which is frequently used in anaesthetics. There are quite a few commercially available monitors for halothane, such as 'EMMA', which is based on the absorption of halothane by a thin film of oil, where the mass of film, and hence percentage of halothane, is monitored using a piezoelectric crystal (Wolfbeis et al 1985) . The Datex anaesthetic agent monitor measures halothane in air via its characteristic IR absorption. Other laboratory analytical procedures for measuring halothane in , copyright © 1985 breath gas and blood have also been described such as gas chromatography (Dueck et al 1978) , electrochemical sensing (Hall et al 1988 , Caruana 1998 ) and UV spectroscopy (Diprose et al 1980, Howie and Hawkins 1993) , to name but a few. The quenching of fluorescence has also been used to monitor halothane since the bromine moiety of halothane can heavyatom quench the fluorescence of certain fluorophores (Lamb 1978 , Wolfbeis et al 1985 , Sharma et al 1992 , Howie and Hawkins 1993 (figure 21 ). Subsequently, the diffusion of halothane through membranes has been studied using the quenching of pyrene fluorescence (Washington et al 1984) , as well in different polymeric sensor supports containing various fluorophores (Wolfbeis et al 1985, Howie and Hawkins 1993) .
In anaesthetic practice, halothane is mostly delivered in combination with elevated levels of oxygen. Initially, during the 'flood' phase, 1-3% halothane is contained in the inhalation gases along with 30-50% oxygen, the remainder being N 2 O. After this period, the halothane concentration is reduced to 0.6-1.0% (Wolfbeis et al 1985) . Since both halothane and oxygen can act as collisional quenchers, then any oxygen or halothane fluorescence quenching based sensors monitoring this practise will inevitably display moderately complex kinetics. Wolfbeis et al have investigated this problem and have subsequently developed fluorescence quenching based sensors to determine halothane concentrations at a constant oxygen concentration, such as for the situation in air, and also in the presence of varying concentrations of oxygen, such as in blood or anaesthetic supply gas. Their two sensor technique, which utilizes the 'extended Stern-Volmer equation', allows the determination of halothane, or oxygen, or both with a precision of ±5% for halothane and ±3.5% for oxygen in the concentration ranges encountered in anaesthetic practise (Wolfbeis et al 1985) .
For the situation in air, equation (7) can be used to describe the dynamic quenching of a fluorophore by both halothane [H] and oxygen [O] , providing that both quenchers R78 act independently, i.e.
where H K SV and O K SV are the Stern-Volmer constants for halothane and oxygen respectively. When halothane is added to a gas such as air, the concentration of oxygen is subsequently reduced according to
with x being the initial concentration of oxygen (%) and [H] the concentration (%) of halothane. Wolfbeis et al have shown that combination of equations (37) and (38) gives /I − 1) enables a and b to be determined, providing that the oxygen concentration of the supplying gas remains constant. If the supplying gas is air, then x ≈ 21. Figure 22 shows Stern-Volmer plots obtained by plotting (I 0 /I − 1) against [halothane] for decacyclene in a silicone support under (A) oxygen, (B) air and (C) nitrogen. The linearity of the plots demonstrates the independent action of the two quenchers and allows the simple simultaneous determination of the two quenching constants (Wolfbeis et al 1985) . Figure 23 shows the fluorescence response of solibilized decacyclene in silicone towards halothane and oxygen, where the authors state that the silicone rubber is an ideal support because of its good solubility and high permeability for halothane and oxygen. From the response curve of the halothane/oxygen sensor (figure 23), we can see that at 0% halothane the fluorescence signal is greatest, but drops ≈21.3% when 5.5% halothane is admitted to the gas flow. At lower halothane concentrations the signal increases and eventually reaches the initial value again when no more halothane is present (Wolfbeis et al 1985) . With air as the supply gas then the fluorescence signal decreases ≈20.6% with respect to the signal under nitrogen because of the quenching by oxygen. On addition of 5.5% halothane the fluorescence signal diminishes further owing to the additional quenching by halothane. The authors report that the halothane/oxygen sensor is fully reversible with a 90% response time of 15-20 s.
For the situation of different amounts of oxygen in the supply gas equation (37) is no longer valid and further use must be made of the extended Stern-Volmer equation described in section 2.1.2. For this problem, Wolfbeis et al used two sensors each with different sensitivity and different quenching constants for halothane and oxygen. For sensor A, the fluorescence signal is given by α = (I 0 /I − 1), and sensor B displays a different signal, β = (I 0 /I − 1). By coating one of the sensors with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), which makes sensor B specific for oxygen only, then, similarly to equations (14) and (15), the extended Stern-Volmer equations for both halothane and oxygen respectively are [
where H K a is the halothane quenching constant for sensor A and O K a and O K b are the corresponding oxygen quenching constants for sensors A and B respectively. Hence, providing that the quenching constants are predetermined, only α and β have to be measured to determine the halothane and oxygen concentrations.
One further refinement to their sensing mechanism was to use two identical sensors, one of which was PTFE covered. In this case the two quenching constants for oxygen become identical, which leads to a final equation that describes the relation between the two sensor signals and the halothane concentration
Wolfbeis et al suggest that this sensor array has potential applications in
• the continuous in vivo monitoring of halothane in blood with fibre optic catheters during operations, • the continuous monitoring as well as the in vivo measurement of oxygen in the presence of halothane and • the continuous monitoring of breath gases (Wolfbeis et al 1985) .
Experimental precautions and considerations in halide sensing
Whilst quenching experiments are generally straightforward, there are a few potential problems that researchers should be aware of.
• One should always use the highest purity quencher possible, especially when working at high quencher concentrations, as they may contain fluorescent impurities. • One should always check the emission spectrum at low signal-to-noise ratios, i.e. at maximum quenching, as any contribution from a background fluorescence source may become significant.
• One should always be aware that the position of the Rayleigh and Raman scatter bands are independent of the quencher concentration but the contribution from scattered light will always increase with the extent of quenching.
• A constant ionic strength needs to be maintained during quenching experiments as described in section 2.6. • When using aqueous iodide, one should be aware that I 2 can be photochemically formed and hence the use of a reducing agent should be considered, i.e. figure 24 , which shows the halide quenching range 0.01-0.1 M of figure 7(A), when K SV 1 = 1 M −1 . Assuming that only a single species is collisionally quenched, i.e. the quenching kinetics are described by equation (1), then the sole K SV value (calculated by linear regression) is ≈4 M −1 (with R 2 = 0.996) instead of the four parameters used to generate this synthetic data, i.e.
and f 1 = f 2 = 0.5. Therefore for a correct and meaningful interpretation of the quenching kinetics of a system, and also for the accurate determination of K SV values for immobilized dye sensors, quenching studies should be carried out to higher quencher concentrations with a greater data density. To further test the (non)linearity of quenching data, residuals from any fitting procedure should also be examined to ensure against systematic behaviour.
Steady-state or time-resolved measurements?
Fluorescence measurements are broadly classified into two main types of measurement, steady state and time resolved. Steady-state measurements are performed with constant illumination and the subsequent constant observation of the fluorescence signal, whereas for time-resolved measurements the sample is exposed to a very short pulse of light and the intensity decay recorded with a high speed detection system (Birch and Imhof 1991) . The steady-state observation is simply an average of the time-resolved phenomena over the intensity decay of the sample (Lakowicz 1999) . It is well known that the intensity decay contains useful information that can be lost during this time averaging process and hence time-resolved measurements are preferred. Due to the relative complexity and expense of early time-resolved instrumentation, many early halide sensing measurements were made using steady-state type devices.
However, due to the dramatic cut in instrumentation costs over the last approximately five years, time-resolved equipment is now commonplace in many laboratories and as a result ever more fluorescence lifetime based sensors are emerging (Szmacinski and Lakowicz 1994 , Lakowicz 1995 , Thompson 1997 , Lippitsch et al 1997 . The author summarizes the relevant advantages of both techniques with respect to their roles in optical halide sensing.
In the last section the author demonstrated that if quenching data are not collected to a high enough concentration of quencher, then a linear regression could adequately fit the data, and an erroneous K SV value obtained ( figure 24) . If the trend in the I 0 /I data for a single emitting species is nonlinear, then when using steady-state measurements a problem will arise in trying to decide which static quenching process is causing the effect, as both the ground state complex and sphere of action quenching models can fit the data equivalently, especially at low [Q] . If multiple species are present then it is difficult to find unique solutions since too many parameters have to be evaluated and further information is therefore required. This additional information can easily be determined from complimentary time-resolved measurements, which can provide K SV values for a single species and, depending on the number of emitting species, may be able to obtain K SV (i) and f (i) values for heterogeneous systems. For dynamic quenching of a single species, then the K SV value obtained by I 0 /I (equation (1)) must be the same as the K SV value determined by τ 0 /τ (figure 4). If, however, the K SV term obtained from steady-state measurements is larger than the K SV value obtained from time-resolved data, then an additional static mechanism is implicated. In contrast, if a single species has been verified by time-resolved experiments, but static quenching is also occurring, then the K SV value obtained from the τ 0 /τ plot will represent the dynamic component only. For multiple species, the only way to analyse steady-state data is to predetermine the K SV (i) and f (i) values from time-resolved experiments, otherwise there are too many parameters to iterate and unique quenching solutions cannot be found. Hence one can see that to completely understand a quenching system it is important to obtain as much information as possible and therefore both steady-state and time-resolved quenching studies need to be performed.
As well as being useful to distinguish between different halide quenching mechanisms, time-resolved measurements (lifetime based sensing) also have one other important advantage over steady-state (quantitative intensity) measurements. Lifetime based sensing is independent of the intensity of the signal, providing that it is large enough to be measured. This allows for measurements to be unperturbed by dye degradation or even dye leaching from a sensor support, which, as the author has shown, are typical problems inherent with immobilized dye sensors. Another advantage of using lifetime based measurements is that they are typically independent of inner-filter effects, because lifetime measurements are independent of total light intensity. Below ≈300 nm the halides have a measurable absorbance and so steady-state quenching measurements would have to be corrected for the apparent decrease in fluorescence intensity due to the inner filter effect (Borissevitch 1999) . Similarly, if the lifetime is measured by phase modulation (Lakowicz and Gryczynski 1991) , the values are expected to be independent of intensity.
Opportunities for 'multiphoton' halide sensing
One typical problem of halide sensing using fluorescence quenching in biological applications has been finding/designing dyes which are both highly sensitive to halide ions at physiological concentrations and which also accommodate the optical properties of water and tissues. In general the auto-fluorescence from tissues or any biological sample is lower at longer excitation wavelengths. At longer wavelengths one also avoids the absorption of haemoglobin and melanin but unfortunately there are very few halide sensitive probes that both absorb and emit within this region (AndrewsWilberforce and Patonay 1989). The region of low absorption from 600 to 1000 nm is sometimes called the therapeutic range (figure 25) (Richards-Kortum and Sevick-Muraca 1996) . It has been suggested by Geddes that it may be possible to overcome this problem using the multiphoton excitation of current probes, such as SP I (Geddes 2000b) , using a near-infrared excitation source, such a 800 nm femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser (Volkmer et al 1997) . Near-infrared excitation also has the additional attractions of reduced dye and sample degradation and the reduced scattering of the excitation light, λ −4 dependence. Further, Geddes suggests that it may possible to transdermally sense and hence continually monitor physiological halide in the future, using a sensor implant incorporated just under human skin (figure 26). This would be of significant importance to medicine as discussed in section 1.2. In practice it should be possible to adopt this principle to most other quenching systems, which have intrinsic or extrinsic fluorescent probes.
The principle of multiphoton excitation is shown in figure 27 (Lakowicz 1997) . Here, a fluorophore absorbs two long wavelength photons at the same instant (within 10 −15 -10 −16 s) to reach the shorter wavelength first excited singlet state (or higher state that then relaxes to S 1 ). Unlike one-photon absorption, where the amount of light absorbed is proportional to the intensity of the incident light and therefore the emission intensity is directly proportional to the excitation intensity (the Beer-Lambert law), for two photon excitation, the emission depends on the square of the incident light intensity. Similarly, for n photon excitation, the emission depends on the nth power of the incident intensity. Multiphoton excitation is by no means a new concept: in fact the possibility of two-photon absorption was predicted in the 1930s, but it was not until the invention of lasers that the phenomenon was observed. More recently, the use of multiphoton excitation has been particularly useful in fluorescence microscopy (White et al 1991) , since localized excitation occurs only at the focal point of the excitation beam (Lakowicz 1999 ).
Summary
Optical halide sensing using fluorescence quenching methods is a versatile analytical technique for the determination of halide ions or organic halides. Measurements can have several advantages over other techniques, e.g. ion-selective electrodes, in that halide concentrations can be determined in very small sample volumes, no pre-treatment of samples is generally required and measurements can be non-invasive, very quick or even continuous. However, similarly to some ion-selective electrodes, fluorescence quenching is not a particularly selective process and other halides, pseudohalides, heavy atoms or even dissolved molecular oxygen can perturb measurements (section 3.1.1). Fortunately interferences can be readily corrected for, provided that the fluorophores response to the interference is known (section 3.3.2).
Another advantage of halide sensing using fluorescence quenching is that halide concentrations can be determined using either intrinsic or extrinsic fluorescence probes. However, the addition of extrinsic probe molecules to living systems and some industrial processes is not desirable and therefore, for physiological samples, intrinsic fluorescent probes, such as protein tryptophans or even yellow or green fluorescent proteins, are sometimes preferred (section 3.2.1). An alternative to the introduction of extrinsic probes has been to immobilize halide sensitive fluorophores onto or within a support (section 3.3), which, when immersed into the desired sample, readily allows the diffusion and therefore the sensing of aqueous halide ions, or, in the case of halothane, gaseous alkylhalide (section 3.3.4).
Immobilized dye halide sensors have been semisuccessful in preventing the contamination of samples with extrinsic probes, although many sensors do experience a degree of dye leaching (section 3.3.1). However, whilst trying to trap fluorophores within a sensor matrix to reduce leaching one inevitably hinders the diffusion of halide and therefore the sensitivity and dynamic range of the sensor. Consequently, many halide sensors consist of covalently bound fluorophores to or within the support, which allows the density of the support to be reduced (for organic polymers-the crosslinking density), with the intention of increasing halide diffusion rates, k q , and ultimately the K SV value. Fortunately the halide sensitivity of many probes affords for the reduction when immobilized, where the many sensors reported can adequately sense physiological and industrial halide concentrations with rapid response times and reasonable 'working' and 'shelf' lives.
Although contamination of samples with extrinsic probes can be significantly reduced or eliminated by immobilization, one resultant disadvantage is that sensor quenching kinetics can be rather complex and, to fully understand halide quenching kinetics and therefore give physical meaning to quenching parameters, both time-resolved and steady-state analysis needs to be performed (section 3.4.2). Since fluorescence lifetimes for halide sensitive probes are relatively short, as compared to those employed in oxygen sensors, then time-resolved instrumentation costs are typically greater (because of the need for a faster detection system), which is probably one of the main reasons why more attention has be paid to sensing oxygen than halide, given that both are equally as important analytes. However, over the past five years we have seen the welcomed arrival of low cost picosecond diode lasers and nanosecond pulsed light emitting diodes, now covering the visible range, which has helped to reduce instrumentation costs as well as providing us with a greater potential choice of dyes for halide sensing and, coupled with the fact that quenching kinetics of immobilized dye oxygen sensors are fairly well understood, we may soon see similar kinetic interpretations applied to halide sensors and consequently a further expansion of this important field. It is therefore likely that future halide concentrations may be determined with lifetime based, multiple dye halide sensors (fibre-optic or implant), where sensors may be constructed with dyes immobilized on the surface of an inert support or fibre, for greater halide sensitivity. 
